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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to use the hybridized
optimization method in order to find mathematical structures for
analysis of experimental data. The heuristic optimization method
will be hybridized with deterministic optimization method in
order to that structures found require not knowledge about data
generated experimentally. Five case studies are proposed and
discussed to validate the results. The proposed method has viable
solution for the analysis of experimental data and extrapolation,
with mathematical expression reduced.
Index Terms - regression, heuristic, modeling, optimiza-
tion.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is an extended version of our paper published
in 2016 IEEE 16th International Conference on Environment
and Electrical Engineering [1]. Traditionally, researches show
the need to express the variable behavior through functions
that represent experimental data. In several areas, regression
methods are used to establish the relationship between vari-
ables, such as in the image processing [2], analysis of concrete
structures [3] [4], extraction of tone of voice [5], health area
[6] and waste flow forecasting [7].
To [8], the regression analysis consists in the study of the
dependence between variables, verifying the relationship of
the explanatory variables towards the dependent variable to
perform forecasts and previews. This study is necessary due
the existent lack of knowledge of the algebraic expression that
rules the system being analyzed.
The absence of the function that describes the behavior of
the system implies in simulations or experiments performing in
order to define the outputs, every time the inputs are changed.
Several times, this requires time and effort, which can make
the process of study the system unpractical. The experiments
(real or simulated) provide, as output, discrete data, however,
in most cases, there is needed a function that describes the
data in a continuous way [9].
Once the function that defines the system is found, many
analyses can be performed, such as data prediction, which tries
to obtain an output for a certain correspondent input beyond
the predefined interval [10]. In case of forecasting of natural
resources demand, the efficient use can be obtained based on
the performed predictions.
In many situations, even simulations take a considerable
amount of time, making the system analysis process difficult.
In order to solve this problem, we use regression to replace part
of the system by an expression that represents it, decreasing
the simulation time. In [1], a regression of collected data on
a test bench of controlled rectifiers was performed.
Regression methods use techniques that seek flexibility
and predictive capacity. Many studies base themselves on
polynomials and trigonometric functions for approximating
data. However, regressions by hybrid functions, polynomial
and trigonometric, present themselves more representative that
each of them apart, overcoming limitations as the periodicity
for polynomial or prediction for trigonometric series [11].
Other methods are used for prediction and curve fitting, such
as Artificial Neural Networks in [3] and [4], which got better
results that quadratic regressions and additives models in [7],
which are compared to cubic smoothing splines.
Researches about regression seek effective parametrization
methods, in order to improve the curve fitting. In [12] is used
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization, P-Spline method in
[13], regularized algorithm of Levinson-Galerkin in [6], the
least squares method to parametrize trigonometric series in [5]
and in [14] has the solving of compound optimization criterion
through weighted polynomial regression models.
The purpose of this work is to present a methodology to
determine mathematical expressions that represent the systems
with the least number of possible terms. The main contribution
is to reduce the edge effect due to the reduced number of terms.
Besides that, it contributes to the recognition of systems from
the experimental data and also in assertive extrapolation at
considerable intervals.
The proposed methodology is based on the generalization
of the power and trigonometric series and the application
of optimization methods. Section II presents the theoretical
background, Section III brings the proposed methodology and
the results achieved are presented in Section IV.
II. BACKGROUND
According to [15], a bounded-input, bounded-output system
(BIBO) is stable when it is limited in respect of the space’s
norm in which it is defined (L2, L∞). Using the space:
L2(Ω) = {f(t) | ||f(t)||2 <∞}, (1)




where Ω is a subinterval in the real numbers and f(t) is a
square-integrable function in Ω. By analyzing the experimental
data fex(x) of a BIBO system, we have according to [16] that
the collected data are represented by:
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fex(x) = fop(x) + ϵ, (2)
Since fop(x) represents the regression and ϵ is the random
additive error of the process that does not depend on "x"
and satisfies the homoscedasticity criterion, which is, that
the variance of ϵ is constant. In this sense it is said that
fop(x) is the regression that represents the system if the mean
square error (MSE) is as minimal as possible. Therefore, the




where fop(x) depends on the used base for data interpolation.
For the representation of these events, there is a wide
collection of interpolation and extrapolation theories, being
the polynomial approximation of Weierstrass the main in-
terpolation theorem. In this, it is shown that in the space
of the continuous functions C[a,b] ⊂ L2[a, b] any function
f ∈ C[a,b], where a, b ∈ R, can be approximated by a
polynomial function [17]. Extending its definition to the space
of the analytic functions f ∈ C(−∞,∞), any function can be
expressed as a power Series.
The standard methods vary from polynomial to trigonomet-
ric representations, using the base β1 for the power series or
polynomial, given by (4), and the base β2 for the trigonometric
series, given by (5).
β1 = {1, x, · · · , xn, · · · } (4)
and
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The obtained approximations verify trends and represent
data by means of functions [18]. Thus, the regression methods
are chosen depending on the characteristics of the problem.
The bases β1 and β2 have properties of representation in the
space of continuous functions in the interval [a, b]. When there
is some kind of frequent oscillation, the base β1 is insufficient
to extrapolate the polynomial regression interval, since to
represent the trigonometric frequencies, there is the need to
transform the polynomial regression into a series. However,
the extrapolation problem is also present in the base β2, since
it has limitations for data prediction for Non-periodic functions
[11] [5].
III. METODOLOGY
The proposed methodology will use hybridized optimization
method (heuristic and deterministic) to determine parameters
of predefined structures. Based on experimental data, the
optimization process will return the mathematical expression
that will represent the dynamics of the system, as Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Flow of optimization process.
These structures, based on polynomial, trigonometric, and
exponential functions, enable to represent a significant amount
of curves. Regression will be performed by comparing the
curve defined by the experimental data fex with the curve
generated by structures, called optimized curve fop. Structures
that generalize the power and trigonometric series given by
fop1 , fop2 and fop3 will be proposed in order to meet the
different curve profiles. These structures are presented in
expressions (6), (7) and (8), respectively.
fop1 = a0 +
n∑
i=1
ai · xbi (6)
fop2 = a0 +
n∑
i=1
ai · xbi · cos(ci · x+ di) (7)
fop3 = a0 +
n∑
i=1
ai · xbi · cos(ci · x+ di) · exp(ei · x) (8)
where: a0, ai, bi, ci, di, ei ∈ R.
Unlike other methods [11] [14], the parameters of fop will
assume values belonging to the set of real numbers. Therefore,
polynomials of the β1 base from the power series will be
generalized to rational functions, well as trigonometric func-
tions with fixed frequencies of the β2 base will be generalized
to any real frequency. Thus, it will be possible to express
experimental data with smaller structures, compared to other
regression methods, maintaining the power of prediction.
Based on the characteristics of experimental curve fex,
the proposed methodology will select the structure that have
greater proximity between the optimized curve fop and the
experimental fex. Thus, the optimization process will be
applied following the expression (3), but due to the fact
of working with discrete signals of finite duration in the
optimization process, the calculus of approximation error or




(fexi − fopi)2 (9)
where: n will be the number of fex points.
Before performing the regression, data set will be processed
in order to select the characteristic intervals Ik to assist in the
optimization process, that will express the orderly domain J
of the fex curve in
J = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ik (10)
where: k will be the number of intervals.
The first regression interval will be the one that contains
the initial point of fex curve. The method will be applied
successively by the union of subsequent intervals given by
expression (10). In order to define the intervals, experimental
curve will be divided into parts, based on inflection points and
variation at the ordinates axis.
The inflection point is the main factor for choosing the struc-
ture and also the optimization method. This occurs because
this concept is related to the change in the function’s variation
rate, being characterized by the point at which the derivative
of the function changes from increasing to decreasing and vice
versa.
This feature influences both at the choice of structure and
the improvement of the optimization process. Due to the fact
that structures with several inflection points tend to be more
oscillatory, this parameter directly influences the choice of
structure that best fits the data. If we analyze the optimization
aspect, by dividing the interval based on inflection points
reduces the possibility of stopping the process in some local
optimum point. In this sense, the way of choosing the struc-
tures from the simple characteristic of the experimental data
is defined.
The amount of inflection points will be the base parameter
to define those intervals. If there are until 2 inflection points,
it will mean that data set have no oscillatory characteristic.
Therefore, data set will be divided into 10 equal parts and the
intervals will be chosen based on variation at ordinate axis on
these parts. The highest variation will be chosen as reference
and the set of intervals (J) of (10) will be compound by only
those that will achieve variation higher than 30% in relation
to the chosen reference.
If there are 3 or more inflection points, it will mean that data
set presents sinuosity and its analysis will be based on these
oscillations. Thus, the highest variation at ordinates axis for all
set will be chosen as reference. The subinterval between first
3 inflection points will be chosen to check the higher variation
at ordinates axis present in this subset. If this variation exceeds
5% of reference variation, then this subinterval will be selected
as the set of interval (J) of (10) for analysis in the optimization
process. If this variation does not overcome that percentage,
the subinterval will be grouped with other more relevant. The
following inflection points will continue being analyzed in
search of variations that meet this restriction.
These intervals will be passed for the optimization routine
that hybridizes the heuristic methods, Genetic Algorithm, and
deterministic, Nelder-Mead, in order to find the optimized
parameters [19]. At the end, the result will be the values of
structures parameters proposed and their respective evaluation
functions Faval of data set. The best result will selected and
the parameter values will be replaced at the corresponding
structure with the view to mount the function that describes
the set of experimental data.
IV. RESULTS
In order to generate the set of experimental data, known
and used functions have been used to evaluate regression
processes in mathematics and statistics. These functions do
not represent physical systems and still present problems of
mapping by both interpolating polynomials and extrapolations.
These functions were used as case studies as well as data
collected from a test bench of controlled rectifiers. This choice
was done due to: i) the possibility to perform extrapolation
of original set, ii) the approximation error with the results
obtained at the initial simulation can be measured, and iii) the
success of optimization process can be verified.
A. Case Study 1
The generating function of experimental data chosen for this





This function was chosen because of presenting oscillation
problem near the edges of interval analyzed using polynomial
interpolation with polynomials of high order. This problem is
known as Runge phenomenon like cited in [20]. In the expres-
sion (11), x assumes 1000 values in the range 1 ≤ x ≤ 100.
The smallest error was got by the structure that contains only
polynomials derived from (6) and the eleven terms of final
expression was given by:
fop = −6.08 · 10−5 + 1.30 · x−2.07
+ 5.62 · 10−5 · x−1.52 − 0.81 · x−2.89
− 9.54 · 10−4 · x−0.77 + 6.21 · 10−4 · x−0.40.
(12)
Fig. 2 illustrates experimental and optimized curves ob-
tained with Faval = 1.25 · 10−2. In the same figure there
is a cut at the point 75 showing the difference between both
curves with instantaneous error of about 10−4.
Figure 2. Case study 1.
B. Case Study 2
For the second case study, the generating function of the
chosen experimental data was given by:
fex = sin(2 · x+ 3) · exp(−0.5 · x) (13)
This function was chosen because of presenting a difficult
behavior to be mapped by the structures (6) and (7). It presents
also different oscillations throughout data set analyzed. In
the expression (13), x assumes 1000 values in the range
0 ≤ x ≤ 40. The smallest error was got by the most com-
plete structure that contains polynomials, cosine, and natural
exponential derived from (8). The eleven terms found of final
expression was given by:
fop = 2.18 · 10−9 − 1.00 · x4.27·10−7
· cos(1.99 · x− 1.71) · exp(−0.50 · x)
− 4.61 · 10−12 · x1.12 · cos(−0.39 · x+ 1.48)
· exp(0.14 · x).
(14)
Fig. 3 illustrates experimental and optimized curves ob-
tained with Faval = 0.14. In the same figure there is a cut
at the point 30 showing the difference between both curves
with instantaneous error of about 10−8.
Figure 3. Case study 2.
C. Case Study 3
The chosen generating function of the experimental data for





This function was chosen because it presents output data
with negative values, increasing oscillation and also in order
to compare with polynomial interpolation methods. In (15), x
assumes 20 values in the interval 1 ≤ x ≤ 20. The smallest
error was obtained by the structure that has polynomials and
cosines (7) and the 25 terms of the final expression was given
by (16).
fop = 19.16 + 44.95 · x−0.11 · cos(6.31 · x+ 10.42)
+ 11.32 · x−0.79 · cos(2.15 · x+ 3.10)
+ 2.96 · 10−6 · x4.73 · cos(2.17 · x+ 8.90)
− 5.85 · 10−6 · x3.72 · cos(4.31 · 10−3 · x− 3.51 · 10−3)
+ 6.47 · 10−3 · x1.90 · cos(−0.22 · x− 1.22)
− 5.19 · 10−5 · x2.97 · cos(0.71 · x+ 19.87).
(16)
Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental and optimized curves
obtained with Faval = 1.97 · 10−1. Within the same figure,
there is a cut at the point x = 3, which illustrates the difference
between both curves, with the order of the distance between
them of approximately 10−2.
Figure 4. Case study 3.
Polynomial interpolations were also performed to the same
generating function in (15) in order to compare the proposed
method and this technique of curve fitting. Two polynomials
were found, one being 20 degree in (17) and the other nine
degree in (18).
fpol20 = 3.01 · 10−13 · x19 − 6.29 · 10−11 · x18
+ 6.10 · 10−9 · x17 − 3.65 · 10−7 · x16
+ 1.51 · 10−5 · x15 − 4.57 · 10−4 · x14
+ 1.05 · 10−2 · x13 − 1.87 · 10−1 · x12
+ 2.61 · x11 − 28.80 · x10 + 2.52 · 102 · x9
− 1.74 · 103 · x8 + 9.43 · 103 · x7 − 3.96 · 104 · x6
+ 1.27 · 105 · x5 − 3.01 · 105 · x4 + 5.07 · 105 · x3
− 5.67 · 105 · x2 + 3.73 · 105 · x− 1.06 · 105.
(17)
fpol9 = −2.09 · 10−7 · x9 + 1.84 · 10−5 · x8
− 6.80 · 10−4 · x7 + 1.38 · 10−2 · x6
− 1.69 · 10−1 · x5 + 1.30 · x4 − 6.25 · x3
+ 18.52 · x2 − 29.4 · x+ 18.01.
(18)
Fig. 5 illustrates the experimental and optimized curves by
the proposed method and by the polynomials in (17) and (18).
The approximation error of the proposed method was Faval =
1.97 · 10−1, whereas using the polynomial of 20 degree the
error was Faval = 2.03·101 and the polynomial of nine degree
with error of Faval = 4.67 · 102.
Figure 5. Proposed method and polynomial interpolation comparison.
D. Case Study 4
In this case study, the errors of extrapolations made for the
previous case studies were calculated in order to verify the
efficiency of the proposed method. In addition to reduction of
terms of the expressions found, the extrapolations showed that
the curve fitting captured the essence of the systems studied.
The case study of section IV-A was extrapolated until point
300 in order to show the curve fitting after the original interval.
Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental and optimized curves. The
measured error for the new interval was Faval = 1.13 · 10−2
and within the same Fig. 6 there is a cut at the point x = 280,
which illustrates the difference between both curves with the
order of the distance between them being approximately 10−5.
Figure 6. Extrapolation of the case study 1.
For the case study of section IV-B, the extrapolation was
performed both before and after the initial interval. In Fig. 7,
the explanatory variable x takes on values in the new interval
−15 ≤ x ≤ 60 and again, it can be noticed that (14) follows
the behavior of the experimental data curve. The measured
error for the new interval was Faval = 2.36 · 10−2 and within
the same Fig. 7, there is a cut close to the point x = −11.84,
which illustrates the difference between the two curves, being
the order of distance between them approximately 10−3.
Figure 7. Extrapolation of the case study 2.
For the case study of section IV-C, the extrapolation was
performed a little after the initial interval, since the approxima-
tion error of the curves by the methods becomes difficult to be
perceived graphically. The nine degree polynomial in (18) was
unable to adjust the curve in the original interval, remaining
in the extrapolation process. The 20 degree polynomial in (17)
obtained a suitable approximation in the analyzed interval and
diverged abruptly when the extrapolation occurred shortly after
the original interval due to the edge effect or Runge’s phe-
nomenon [20] which is noticed in polynomial interpolations.
In Fig. 8, there are presented the experimental and optimized
curves by the proposed method and by the interpolating
polynomials. The explanatory variable x assumes values in
the new range 5 ≤ x ≤ 21 and again, it can be noted that
(16) follows the behavior of the experimental data, whereas
the interpolating polynomials lose their ability of approach-
ing. For the new interval, the measured errors by using the
proposed method and (17) and (18) were Faval = 7.27 ·10−1,
Faval = 6.68 · 102 and Faval = 6.41 · 102, respectively.
Figure 8. Extrapolation of the case study 3.
E. Case Study 5
At the fifth case study were analyzed data collected at a
test bench for studies of controlled rectifiers. These rectifiers
provide DC voltage of variable output as from a fixed AC
voltage. Due to its ability to provide DC voltage continuously
variable, the controlled rectifiers revolutionized the modern
industrial control equipments. This converter was shown in
Fig. 9.
Figure 9. Power converter circuit with RL load.
In order to obtain the instantaneous value of voltage con-











if π6 + α ≤ ωt ≤ π2 + α,
β sinωt′ if π3 + α ≤ ωt′ ≤ 2π3 + α,
(19)
where: ωt′ = ωt + π6 and Vab is the voltage (effective)
of input line and β is the extinction angle of electric current
described in [22].
A test bench has been developed for obtaining experimental
data of the converter output voltage and the firing angles
of keys. The collected data set was interpolated in order to
also contain 1000 values, and then was applied the proposed
method to obtain analytical expression that represent the
voltage as a function just of the firing angle α. The smallest
error was obtained by the structure of polynomials and cosines
derived from (7) and the 21 terms of found expression was
given by (20):
fop = 263 + 40.9 · x0.98 · cos(3.78 · 10−4 · x+ 1.57)
+ 3.67 · x0.16 · cos(8.20 · 10−2 · x+ 3.01)
− 2.84 · 10−4 · x2.62 · cos(−3.96 · 10−2 · x+ 3.67)
− 0.15 · x0.93 · cos(0.10 · x− 61.3)
− 0.46 · x3.57·10−5 · cos(0.22 · x+ 3.92 · 10−2).
(20)
Fig. 10 presents the characteristic experimental curve of
voltage of converter controlled three phase operating with
load RL (resistor-inductor) and the optimized curve obtained.
The approximation error found was Faval = 37.6. The set
of terms was analysed to identify the importance of each of
them in the composition of encountered error. It was noticed
that removing the last term in expression (20) the new value
was Faval = 42.7, that is, with 17 terms it still maintain an
acceptable approximation error.
V. CONCLUSION
This work presented the hybrid optimization method to
be applied in the development of descriptive analysis data
Figure 10. Case study 5.
structure. The study results indicate that the proposed method
is able to formulate mathematical expressions, in the form
of regression, allowing to explore the relationship between
the dependent and independent or explanatory variables. The
proposal finds values in the set of real numbers for the coef-
ficients, exponents and frequency of structures that generalize
the power and trigonometric series, in an attempt to minimize
errors. This proposed method is able to find a continuous
function expression that represents a set of experimental data
described by a discrete function expression. Another advantage
is the extrapolation performed in an assertive form at first
and second case studies without observe problems like Runge
phenomenon at the edges of analyzed sets. Researches are still
being developed in order to compare the proposed method with
the traditional methods of regression.
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